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Karatuma burial grounds in the system of the Saka-Wusun antiquities
The article is devoted to the results of the archaeological research of the Saka-Wusun burial ground of
Karatuma. The Saka-Wusun issue despite of the long history of the study still requires additions to the factual
base. A number of key issues related to the ethnic history, economic activities, social structure of the Zhetysu
tribes need to be clarified. In this light, the results of excavations of the Karatuma burial ground acquire a
high degree of relevance. The investigation of 167 mounds during the excavations at the burial ground in
2010 made it possible to obtain a very wide data series at once. The collection of the burial ground includes a
number of interesting findings: armament, objects of worship and belt set. Mass material is ceramic crockery
and paleoanthropological collection. Comparative analysis of the inventory, as well as radiocarbon dating
analysis aided to date the burial to V–III BC. The results of the excavations at Karatuma burial ground confirm existing theories about the ethnic and cultural attribution of the memorials of the region, their economic
activities and intercultural contacts. At the same time they allow to identify new challenges in the study of social structure in the saka-wusun period.
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1. Introduction
Early Iron Age in South-eastern Kazakhstan (Zhetysu) is one of the well-studied dimension in the Kazakhstan archeology. Significant archaeological material, which became one of the bases for the reconstruction of the history of the region in the era of early nomads has been gained for more than half a century of
study. The population of the region in the early Iron Age is traditionally associated with the tribes of Sakatigraxauda (VII-III BC) and the Wusun (III BC – IV AD.) [1; 3]. The researchers also registered the presence
of the Yuezhi and Xiongnu ethnic components [2; 359, 3; 34, 4; 67]. The Saka and Wusun inhabited almost
the entire Zhetysu region between the Tien Shan and the lake Balkhash. However, the greatest number of
memorials is located in the foothills of Tien Shan, as a result of favorable natural conditions.
However, Saka-Wusun issues remains valid, due to a number of issues which are still under development. In many ways they are caused by the mismatch between data in written sources and the results of archaeological research. In particular, it is a problem of the Wusun resettlement in North Tien Shan. In Soviet
historiography chronological boundary between Saka and Wusun periods was defined as a frontier between
IV and III BC. [1; 139, 2; 359]. However, according to Chinese sources, the Wusun resettled in this region in
the first half of II BC. Moreover, Chinese sources determine the Wusun as pure nomads, while archeologists
found evidence of a significant amount of agriculture in Saka and Wusun period. The trend to align the data
of written and archaeological sources needs new factual material.
In this light, a wide range of data obtained during the study of Karatuma burial ground has high relevance. The history of the study of the burial ground has 2 phases: 1960s and 2009–2010.
Due to the first phase some mounds of the burial ground were researched. As a result, the main characteristics of the funeral ceremony such as the size and shape of mounds and burial pits as well as the composition of the accompanying inventory, were determined. During the excavations of those years an outstanding
discovery — a sample script was found at the bottom of the stone vessel [5; 58].
In 2009 exploratory expedition LLP «Archaeological Expertise» determined that the territory of the
burial ground is located in the area of the construction of the railway «Zhetygen – Khorgas». In 2010 research work of excavations of the mounds, located in the area of railway construction was organized. In total
167 mounds belonging to different clusters of the burial ground were studied in 2010.
2. Physiography of the Karatuma burial ground location.
The Karatuma burial ground is situated in the south-eastern Kazakhstan on the foothills of the northern
spurs of the Tien Shan Mountains nearby the borders with Kyrgyzstan and China (Fig. 1). The burial ground
is related to the sub-region, limited by the northern foothills of the Trans-Ili Alatau mountains, stretching for
280 km in latitude from the Shu River to Shelek (Fig. 2). Valleys of the rivers flowing down from its slopes
outstand by a high concentration of ancient and medieval memorials.
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Figure 1. Localization burial Karatuma

Figure 2. Alluvial fan of Shelek river

2.1 Climate. The Karatuma burial ground location is characterized by relatively favorable climate conditions. The average air temperature in the foothill zone is between + 8 ⁰C to + 9 ⁰C. The warmest month of
the year is July, where as January is the coldest month. The absolute maximum in summer is + 42 ⁰C. Autumn transit of temperature through 0 ⁰C occurs in the middle of November. In spring the pass to the temperatures above zero occurs in the middle of March. Thus the duration of the warm period is 8 - 9 months,
which provides a long enough vegetation season.
2.2 Geomorphology. At the exit of the Trans-Ili Alatau mountain gorges the rivers form the alluvial fans
consisting of sandy-clay alluvium, which is extremely favorable for settlement and economic activities. Calm
relief and sloping terrain give great opportunities for irrigable agriculture. As nowadays ancient and medieval people were able to exploit skillfully the potential of these oases, as it is evidenced by numerous burial
grounds, settlements and mounds.
The Karatuma burial ground is located on one of the largest alluvial fans of the Shelek River, at the far
eastern spurs of the mountain ridge. The remarkable amount of burial mounds indicates a high density of
population in these areas. On both banks of the Shelek River royal burial mounds were discovered, including
Chilik burial ground with the conoid and pyramidal burial mounds. And almost the entire periphery of the
Shelek alluvial fan is occupied by the burial fields of ordinary population or people with similar social status.
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2.3. Watering. The northern slope of the Trans-Ili Alatau is characterized by significant humidity. Annually there are two minimums in precipitation — in winter and summer, and two peaks — in spring (April –
May) and lowering autumn (October – November).
The Shelek River is one of the largest left tributaries of the Ili River, the main waterway of the SouthEastern Kazakhstan. Shelek generally receives water from glaciers and snow packs, melting in the alpine
zone, as well as precipitation in the form of rain. Accordingly to the power conditions, flow regime is characterized by a significant spring-summer freshet. Today, almost entire territory of the Shelek alluvial fan is
used for irrigable agriculture because of favorable natural conditions.
3. Description of the Karatuma burial ground. The Karatuma burial ground occupies the north-eastern
foot of the Shelek alluvial fan. Its length is 3 km. Within the frames of the burial ground mounds form several local groups (clusters), separated from each other by free spaces extending to 0.3–0.5 km (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Clustering burial Karatuma

These congestions exhibit high density and cover territories along the shallow dry river channels,
spreading radially from the top of the alluvial fan. In most cases it is possible to trace the chains, the orientation of which coincides with these channels. The Karatuma burial ground includes 1070 mounds built of
earth and fine gravel. The height of the burial mounds varies from 0.1 to 1.3 m, the diameter changes between 4 and 14 m. The mounds contain from 1 to 4 burial pits without alcove. The mounds with only burial
pit prevail (Fig. 4). The burial pit shapes are elongated oval or rectangle. The orientation is dominantly eastwest with some deviations.

Figure 4. Percentage of mounds on the number of burial pits

Buried people laid with their heads pointing westwards. In the burial pits from 1 to 3 individuals were
discovered. In total in 167 investigated burial mounds there were the remains of 237 buried individuals.
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The racial type of the buried is European with a small admixture of Mongoloid. An increased number of injuries on the skull is noted. Odontological research has shown an increased incidence of dental caries in
comparison with the memorials of Western Kazakhstan, which had a synchronous sampling [6].
4. Accompanying
Funerary Objects generally are quite poor and monotonous. Mainly it is presented by ceramic vessels,
occasionally iron knives, things of belt set, extremely rarely weapon. The burials are characterized by a high
degree of robbery (89 %) and poor preservation of the remains and equipment. The burial pits are dug in the
alluvial gravel soil at the border of the waterlogged Shelek delta and it must be assumed that the groundwater, rising occasionally influenced on the state of the burials.
4.1 Objects of weapon. A characteristic feature of this burial ground, as well as other burial grounds of
this kind, is a small amount of armaments. This significant difference between the Saka-Wusun burial ceremony in Zhetysu from other Saka cultures reflects its cultural specification.
A few weapon objects found during the research of Karatuma burial ground can be referred to the arsenal of early Eurasian nomads. They are an iron dagger from the mound 116 (Fig. 5, 1) and quiver set from
the mound 166 (Fig. 5, 2).

Figure 5. Items weapons from the burial Karatuma

The dagger of Prokhorov type dates back to IV - II BC [7; 2]. It refers to the type 5 of group 1 according
to the classification of blades from Zhetysu and Tien Shan, proposed by S.S. Ivanov [8; 40].
The remains of the quiver set include a quiver shield of nonferrous metal and 5 iron arrowheads.
The quiver shield is interesting doe to the composition made on its surface (Fig. 5, 3). It includes images of feline predators in combination with floral ornaments. Iron arrowheads are classified as of three-bladed
tanged type with a triangular shape of the blade and protruding stingers (Fig. 5, 2). In general, the quiver set
dates to VI - III BC [7; 3].
4.2 Belt set. Just as the weapon, objects of a belt set are likely to have status characteristics. Among
those, crutches-shaped pendants can be noted in the collection of Karatuma burial ground. An important
characteristic of this category of findings is their chrono-diagnostic properties. The systematization of
crutches-shaped pendants existing today allows us to get a fulcrum in finding this kind of artifacts [9].
Crutches-shaped pendants were found in three burial mounds of the burial ground.
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The crutches-shaped pendants from the burial mound 24 (Fig. 6, 1). Two identical crutches-shaped pendants with stapes-shaped tops and drop-shaped holes in the stem are made of copper (Cu) [10; 196]. The stapes’ holes have a notch-isthmus. They date from the V century BC.
The crutch from the mound 40 has a stapes-shaped top and a solid stem (Fig. 6, 2). The «stapes» hole
has a notch-isthmus. At the joint of the stem and the loop there is a fixed roller. The object is made of
(Cu-6.2 % Sn-0.2 % S) [10; 196]. This refers to the first type of crutches found in Zhetysu with a loop-top
existed in VI – V BC [11; 236].
The crutch-shaped pendant from the mound 55 (Fig. 6, 3). It is the iron crutch-shaped pendant with a
smooth solidstem. The loop is preserved partially. Its shape can be reconstructed as ring-shaped (loopshaped), and provides a basis to relate the discovery to the second group of crutches-shaped pendants with
loop-tops. This type dates to IV – III BC [12; 164].

Figure 6. Crutches-shaped pendants burial Karatuma

4.3 Subject of the cult. Traditionally mirrors are considered as cult objects, applied in burial rituals.
The Karatuma mirror was lying in a wooden case, the remains of which were found on the back of the object. The working part of the mirror is a disk represented by a circular shape. On its back side there are decorative elements — 4 traced concentric circles, the roller in the central part and a small hemispherical bulge in
the center. The border and edge are lacking. The handle of the mirror is side and presents a monolith with the
disc. In place of the junction between the disk and the handle there is a characteristic line bent at a right angle. The handle wides to the end. The section thickness of the handle is equal to the thickness of the disk.
The end of the handle is rounded, the surface is not ornamented. The total length of the object, including the
disk and the handle is 31.2 cm (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Metal mirror of the repository Karatuma

The Karatuma mirror dates to the frames between the end of the VI and the III centuries BC [13; 236].
It is the first finding of a kind in Zhetysu. Possibly it appeared here, due to the communications with the cul18
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tural centers of the Central Asian region. It is highly probable that this finding marks the way in which the
mirrors of this type appeared in the Ob river basin without the participation of the early Sarmatian supposed
by some researchers [14; 24].
4.4 Ceramic crockery. Ceramic crockery is the most common type of the burial items not only in
Karatuma but other memorials of Saka-Wusun period in Zhetysu. The most part of the ceramics from
Karatumaburial ground is made of medium kneaded reddish dough with admixture of gruss and fine sand. In
some cases, on the inner side of the vessels there are traces of a fabric template.
Karatuma ceramics is presented in forms, widely introduced in the memorials of Saka-Wusun period in
Zhetysu: chalices, bowls, pots, jugs, mugs and cups (Fig. 8). Within the presented classes there are some variations in decoration, which served as the basis for the segregation of types and subtypes.

Figure 8. Pottery burial Karatuma

In general, the ceramics of Karatuma finds a wide range of analogies in the memorials, traditionally defined as Wusun. However, other categories of inventory date from more ancient times.
The complexity in differentiation of the Wusun and the Saka material culture has been repeatedly emphasized by researchers. That formed the thesis about ethno-cultural unity of Saka-Wusun antiquities [3; 29].
The chronological constructions dedicated to the Wusun ceramics, types, presented in Karatuma date to the
III BC and lately [1; 266, 15; 42, 16; 136, 17; 161]. Studied the result of there search of the ceramics from
Tien Shan and Ketmen Tobe K.I. Tashbayeva concluded that ceramics of early nomads of the region does
not allow chronological reconstructions [18; 84]. The same types of ceramics in various combinations were
used in wide chronological frames.
Thereby the comparison of Karatuma ceramics types with general chronological position of the burial
ground can be used to confirm the thesis of the unity of the so-called Saka-Wusun cultural complex.
5. Chronological issue
Although the ceramics does not have chronological characteristics, we have dates obtained by comparative analysis of other categories of inventory. Also some dates were received due to radiocarbon analysis
[19; 26].
On the whole, Karatuma burial ground dates broadly from VI – II BC (Fig. 9). With some clauses it is
possible to narrow the dating of the burial ground to V – III BC (Fig. 10).
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Figure 9. Comparison of the Dating Signs of a Burial Ground of Karatuma

Figure 10. Quantitative distribution of the dating signs of a burial ground of Karatuma

6. Cultural Affiliation
The dating of the burial ground relates to the late Saka period. In general, cultural character of the burial
ground associates with Saka-Wusun antiquities of the region.
At the same time it is necessary to make a clause about the meaning given to the term «Wusun culture».
In this work, we start from the classical definition of Wusun culture as a complex of Zhetysu memorials, the
lower chronological boundary of which is traditionally defined as III BC. Thus, the terms «Saka» and
«Wusun» are more a matter of chronological framework of the existing definitions in the historiographical
tradition. The emergence of the «historical» Wusun in Zhetysu as it is known was described in Chinese
sources in the first half of the II BC. It is more likely to identify them as the alkove burials of aigyrdzhal type
[3, 4]. However, while researchers do not have the tools to separate the Wusun and Yuezhi layers in archeology of Zhetysu, the term «Wusun» is not fixed in the updated definition.
It is possible that the increased injuries noted in buried in the Karatuma burial ground reflects the onslaught of the Eastern nomads, provoked by the military-political activity of the Xiongnu.
7. Economic activity
A number of features allows us to correlate the burials from the Karatuma burial ground with agricultural population. Number of burials indicates a high density of population in the surrounding areas, what is
difficult to associate with mobile lifestyle. The burial ground, like most of the so-called Wusun memorials is
tied to the alluvial fan of a large river, agricultural potential of which could provide such high population
density. Significant amount of stone grain grinders was found during the study of Karatuma.
The above-mentioned increase in the incidence of caries indicates the presence of high-carbonate meal,
perhaps cereal in the diet.
In general, composing picture corresponds to the accumulated data about the development of agriculture in the Saka-Wusun period [20, 21].
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K.A. Akishev marked an increased concentration of royal burial mounds, stand out for their enormous
size, in the foothills of the southern and south-eastern Kazakhstan [22; 8]. The burials of unusual size reflect
the social stratification of the population and the availability of tools to mobilize population for large public
non-producing works. It can be assumed that agriculture in foothill area was one of the economic foundations of incipient statehood.
On a slight distance away from the ordinary burials of the Karatuma, which are presented in majority,
there are royal burial mounds, including Chilik burial ground and royal burial mounds near the village Masak
(10 and 15 km from Karatuma respectively).
It is noteworthy that the population of the Altai, which exhibited cultural affinity with Saks of Zhetysu,
especially carriers of the Kamenskaya culture practiced farming widely too [23; 97]. It is possible to assume
that ordinary members of society and the layer closest to them in status were buried in the Karatuma burial
ground. Elite layers used the burial mounds of the royal type, known in the alluvial fan of the Shelek river.
Another problematic issue is the identification of Saka-Wusun settlements on the territory of the alluvial fan of the Shelek river, that could match as big burial ground as Karatuma. It can be assumed that it could
be lost as a result of modern economic or construction activities or be overlain by alluvial deposits. Thus the
search for the Early Iron Age settlement in the Shelek delta is one of the important directions of field research.
Apparently irrigated farmlands in the alluvial fan of Shelek were the economic basis of one of the Saka
cultural centers of Zhetysu. Along with Shelek alluvial fans of other rivers flowing down from the ridges of
the Northern Tien Shan were actively exploited. The most representative and best studied are the foothill valleys of such rivers as the Small and Big Almatinka, Talgar and Issyk.
Presented information about agriculture of the Saka in Zhetysu can be confirmed by comparison with
the culture of the Saka in Aral Sea region. They also eventually began to develop agriculture in the Syrdarya
delta and its tributaries. The Zhetysu Saka were developing in the same way. The difference is that the Saka
in the Aral region had cities and fortifications, which we have not seen in South-East Kazakhstan. Perhaps it
was influence of the architectural traditions of Khorezm and the Achaemenids, as well as the difference in
the political situation. The fortified settlement Rahat in Zhetysu may be noted, but it is rather an exception.
8. Questions of public organization
As noted above Karatuma and other similar burial grounds were characterized by a small number of
armaments in the funeral inventory. Funeral rites — a sphere which specifically reflects a synthesis of material and spiritual culture. On the one hand, it can be assumed that the religious views after transformation did
not require lying the weapons in burials. On the other hand, it is possible that the population ceased to have
items of weapons, which is reflected in the observable set of funerary inventory.
Specializing in agriculture reduced the ability of the population to the total military mobilization, which
could provide the impetus for the appearance of social class structure. Separated social (or ethno-social)
groups took the military functions, which led to the demilitarization of the ordinary population. It is natural
to assume that the social position of the service class was higher than farmers’.
This is also indicated by the sizes of Karatuma burial mounds, where the burials with a weapon were
identified. They have much higher values than the average for the burial ground. It can be assumed that the
social status of the individuals involved in military functions was confirmed by the size of mounds and objects of weapons in the burial inventory. The sample size is too small for definitive statements, but it may be
used to identify the trend.
In addition to the military class, in the materials of Karatuma there is evidence of presence of representatives of the priesthood in Saka-Wusun society. This is acknowledged by the burial, where a metal mirror
was found. The context of the burial coincides with the sacerdotal burials discovered in the Altai. P.I.Shulga
set a regularity, according to which typologically close mirrors relate to the burials of young women,
attached to a pair sacerdotal burials, which are characterized by the remains of young and elderly women
[24; 82]. The Karatuma mirror also accompanied the burial of a young woman, and the buried in a nearby
burial pit individual was more mature [13].
9. Intercultural communication between Zhetysu and Altai in the Early Iron Age
Besides the mirror, the findings of crutches-shaped pendants and some forms of ceramics confirm the
relationship with the Altai (mostly forest-steppe). It matches to the observations made on the materials of the
Kamenskaya culture. The recent discovery of the fragment of a decorative ritual table foot, made in the
mound, located on the alluvial fan of the Talgar River corresponds to the outline of the north-eastern dimensions of ethno-cultural contacts. The origin of such products is likely to have relation to the cultural centers
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of the Central Asia [25]. However, among the memorials of the Scythian-Siberian world they are most represented in the Altai Mountains.
Conclusion
In general, the Karatuma burial ground quite clearly shows the cultural character of Zhetysu in SakaWusun period. The materials of the Karatuma burial ground confirm the theory regarding to economic activity, ethno-cultural identity and social structure of the population. The obtained results are determined by the
number of researched burials, provided a wide series of data, as well as the location of the burial ground,
close in the principles of localization to the support memorials of Saka-Wusun period.
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Е.Ш. Амиров

Ежелгі сақ-үйсін жүйесіндегі Қаратума қорымы
Мақала сақ-үйсіндік Қаратума қорғандарының археологиялық зерттеулеріне арналды. Сақ-үйсін
қорғандарының мəселелері зерттеудің ұзақ тарихына қарамастан, əлі де нақты қорды толықтыруды
талап етеді. Жетісу тайпаларының этникалық тарихына, экономикалық белсенділігіне, əлеуметтік
құрылымына байланысты бірқатар маңызды мəселелер түсіндірілуді талап етеді. Осыған байланысты
Қаратума қорғанының қазба жұмыстарының өзектілігінің нəтижесі жоғары деңгейіне ие. 2010 жылы
қазба жұмыстарының нəтижесінде қорымның 167 төбешігі зерттелген, бұл бір уақытта деректердің
кең ауқымды топтамаларын алуға мүмкіндік берді. Қорымның жинағы бірқатар қызықты табыстарды
қамтиды: қару-жарақ, табынушылық бұйымдар, сондай-ақ белбеулер жиынтығы. Керамикалық ыдыс
жəне палеоантропологиялық жинақтар жалпы деректер болып табылады. Зерттеудің салыстырмалы,
сондай-ақ радиокөміртекті талдаулары зираттардың б.д.д. V–III ғғ. жататынын анықтады. Қаратума
қорымының қазба жұмыстарының нəтижелері аймақтың ескерткіштерінің этномəдени белгілері
олардың экономикалық қызметі мен мəдени қарым-қатынастарына байланысты қолданыстағы деректермен расталады. Сонымен қатар олар сақ-үйсіндік кезеңіндегі қоғамның əлеуметтік құрылымын
зерттеуде жаңа мəселелерін анықтауға негіз болып табылады.
Кілт сөздер: Тянь-Шань, Жетісу, Ерте темір дəуірі, сақтар, қару-жарақ, ауыл шаруашылығы, керексіз
заттар, Қаратума.

Е.Ш. Амиров

Могильник Каратума в системе сако-усуньских древностей
Статья посвящена результатам археологического исследования сако-усуньского могильника Каратума. Сако-усуньская проблематика, несмотря на многолетнюю историю изучения, все еще нуждается в
пополнении фактологической базы. Ряд ключевых вопросов, связанных с этнической историей, хозяйственной деятельностью, социальной структурой племен Жетысу, требует уточнений. В этом свете
результаты раскопок могильника Каратума обретают высокую степень актуальности. В ходе раскопок
2010 г. на могильнике было исследовано 167 курганов, что позволило единовременно получить очень
широкую серию данных. Коллекция могильника включает в себя ряд интересных находок: предметы
вооружения, культа, а также ременной гарнитуры. Массовым материалом являются керамическая посуда и палеоантропологическая коллекция. Сравнительный анализ инвентаря, а также радиоуглеродный анализ позволили датировать могильник V–III вв. до н.э. Результаты раскопок могильника Каратума подтверждают существующие теории касательно этнокультурной атрибуции памятников региона, их хозяйственной деятельности и межкультурных контактов. Вместе с тем они позволяют обозначить новые проблемы в области изучения социальной структуры общества в сако-усуньский период.
Ключевые слова: Тянь-Шань, Жетысу, Ранний железный век, cаки, усуни, вооружение, земледелие,
конус выноса, Каратума.
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